
2016 Applied Poultry Science Training - Freeport

1. On what days did you participate? Mark all that apply.
Wednesday Afternoon

Wednesday Evening

Thursday Morning - tour

Thursday Afternoon

Friday Morning

2. As a whole, how useful was the training to you and your work as an agriculture service provider?
Not useful

Somewhat useful

Useful

Very Useful

Comment:

500 characters left.

3. Do you think the recent 2016 training built on the previous trainings to continue your learning with this
professional development project?

Yes

No

Comment:

500 characters left.
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4. Was the information presented at the appropriate level for your use and understanding?
Yes

No

Comment:

500 characters left.

5. Was there adequate time for each topic presented? Use the section below as you respond per session. If you
did not participate, simply check N/A

Not enough
time 

Just
right 

Too much
time 

N/A - Not
Applicable 

Review the project, performance target, milestones
& expectations - Coffin

What an inspector looks for on the poultry
processing line - Vining

Alternative marketing/ ethnic markets /alternative
products - all

Eisenhower Fellowship to Africa - Hashley

Tour of Orchard Ridge Farm

HACCP Overview - Darre

Regulatins and Rules (AI, Pullorum, etc.) and NPIP
- Bergeron

Rule changes with organic - Patterson

Organic vs conventional practices - Pros and Cons
- Patterson

Salpengitis in Hens is preventable - Lichtenwalner

6. Was there adequate time for each topic presented? Use the section below as you respond per session. If you
did not participate, simply check N/A

Not enough time Just right Too much time N/A - Not Applicable 

Basic Poultry Care Slide Share - all

Wrap up - Coffin

Comment:
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500 characters left.

7. At the initial training we received a reference notebook. This year we have continued the list serve, website for
Applied Poultry Training, offered a number of webinars through eXtension.org, published additional poultry
factsheets, and developed a large slide bank to utilize for poultry programs that we offer to the public. Have you
already or in the future plan to utilized these materials? 

Already
Used 

Plan to use in
Future 

Won't
use 

I don't
know 

Reference notebook

Problem solving network through list serve
group

Website for Applied Poultry Science Training

Webinars presented through eXtension

Poultry Factsheets

2016 poultry slide bank

Comment:

500 characters left.

8. Now that you have completed the three of the Applied Poultry Science Trainings and are more aware of
participant expectations, how do you feel about your involvement in this special, 2-year long professional
development project?

I am scared

I feel a bit uneasy

I am challenged by the expectations

I am excited about the opportunity

I can't wait to learn more about poultry

I can't wait to apply my knowledge and skills

I want to continue to work with this group of peers on other livestock information needs.

Other
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9. In the future if a similar professional development grant were awarded, what type of training, topics, programs,
etc. would you be interested in attending?

350 characters left.
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Constant Contact Survey Results

Survey Name: Applied Poultry Science Training 2016 post meeting eval
Response Status: Partial & Completed
Filter: None
Nov 28, 2016 3:28:43 PM

Number of 
Response(s) Response Ratio

7 87.5%
7 87.5%
7 87.5%
8 100.0%
8 100.0%
8 100%

Number of 
Response(s) Response Ratio

0 0.0%
1 12.5%
2 25.0%
5 62.5%
0 0.0%
8 100%

Number of 
Response(s) Response Ratio

6 75.0%
0 0.0%
2 25.0%
8 100%

1. On what days did you participate? Mark all that apply.

Wednesday Afternoon
Wednesday Evening
Thursday Morning - tour
Thursday Afternoon
Friday Morning
Total

2. As a whole, how useful was the training to you and your work as an agriculture 
service provider?

Not useful
Somewhat useful
Useful
Very Useful
No Responses
Total
3 Comment(s)

3. Do you think the recent 2016 training built on the previous trainings to continue your 
learning with this professional development project?

Yes
No
No Responses
Total
2 Comment(s)



Number of 
Response(s) Response Ratio

8 100.0%
0 0.0%
0 0.0%
8 100%

Top number is the count of respondents 
selecting the option. Bottom % is percent of 
the total respondents selecting the option. Not enough time Just right Too much time

N/A - Not 
Applicable

0 7 0 1
0% 88% 0% 13%

0 7 0 1
0% 88% 0% 13%

2 5 0 1
25% 63% 0% 13%

0 4 1 3
0% 50% 13% 38%

0 6 1 1
0% 75% 13% 13%

1 6 0 1
13% 75% 0% 13%

1 6 0 1
13% 75% 0% 13%

1 6 0 1
13% 75% 0% 13%

1 7 0 0
13% 88% 0% 0%

0 8 0 0
0% 100% 0% 0%

Top number is the count of respondents 
selecting the option. Bottom % is percent of 
the total respondents selecting the option. Not enough time Just right Too much time

N/A - Not 
Applicable

3 4 1 0
38% 50% 13% 0%

0 6 1 0
0% 86% 14% 0%

4. Was the information presented at the appropriate level for your use and 
understanding?

Yes
No
No Responses
Total
0 Comment(s)

5. Was there adequate time for each topic presented? Use the section below as you respond per session. 
If you did not participate, simply check N/A

Review the project, performance 
target, milestones & expectations - 
What an inspector looks for on the 
poultry processing line - Vining
Alternative marketing/ ethnic 
markets /alternative products - all
Eisenhower Fellowship to Africa - 
Hashley

Tour of Orchard Ridge Farm

HACCP Overview - Darre

Regulatins and Rules (AI, Pullorum, 
etc.) and NPIP - Bergeron
Rule changes with organic - 
Patterson
Organic vs conventional practices - 
Pros and Cons - Patterson
Salpengitis in Hens is preventable - 
Lichtenwalner

6. Was there adequate time for each topic presented? Use the section below as you respond per session. 
If you did not participate, simply check N/A

Basic Poultry Care Slide Share - all

Wrap up - Coffin

2 Comment(s)



Top number is the count of respondents 
selecting the option. Bottom % is percent of 
the total respondents selecting the option. Already Used

Plan to use in 
Future Won't use I don't know

4 3 0 1
50% 38% 0% 13%

5 3 0 0
63% 38% 0% 0%

5 3 0 0
63% 38% 0% 0%

6 2 0 0
75% 25% 0% 0%

7 1 0 0
88% 13% 0% 0%

0 7 1 0
0% 88% 13% 0%

Number of 
Response(s) Response Ratio

0 0.0%
0 0.0%
1 12.5%
5 62.5%
3 37.5%
4 50.0%
6 75.0%
1 12.5%
8 100%

7. At the initial training we received a reference notebook. This year we have continued the list serve, 
website for Applied Poultry Training, offered a number of webinars through eXtension.org, published 
additional poultry factsheets, and developed a large slide bank to utilize for poultry programs that we 
offer to the public. Have you already or in the future plan to utilized these materials?  

Reference notebook

Problem solving network through list 
serve group
Website for Applied Poultry Science 
Training
Webinars presented through 
eXtension

Poultry Factsheets

2016 poultry slide bank

0 Comment(s)

8. Now that you have completed the three of the Applied Poultry Science Trainings and 
are more aware of participant expectations, how do you feel about your involvement in 
this special, 2-year long professional development project?

I am scared
I feel a bit uneasy
I am challenged by the expectations

9. In the future if a similar professional development grant were awarded, what type of 
training, topics, programs, etc. would you be interested in attending? 

6 Response(s)

I am excited about the opportunity
I can't wait to learn more about poultry
I can't wait to apply my knowledge and skills
I want to continue to work with this group of peers on 
Other
Total



Constant Contact Survey Results

Survey Name: Applied Poultry Science Training 2016 post meeting eval
Response Status: Partial & Completed
Filter: None
Nov 28, 2016 3:28:43 PM

2. As a whole, how useful was the training to you and your work as an agriculture service provider? - 
Comments
Answer
Valuable as a resource to someone new in the field; many contacts were made.
This has been a great group to learn from and with which to discuss poultry information.  Over time, attitudes 
have changed to be more inclusive of others' points of view, and thus, I think all of us are more informed and also 
informative.
While I do not work with the number of farms other provider types do, I find that the wide range of topics has 
provided me with a much greater base of knowledge than I previously had.  I am also very pleased to have such 
an extensive email network of fellow participants when questions arise.
3. Do you think the recent 2016 training built on the previous trainings to continue your learning with this 
professional development project? - Comments
Answer
Only involved for 1 year but training was very useful and I was able to learn about previous training to know that it 
was continuous.
There was some review, but it was good to recognize how much I had already learned.
6. Was there adequate time for each topic presented? Use the section below as you respond per session. 
If you did not participate, simply check N/A - Comments
Answer
We need to keep revisiting the slide share!
As will happen with any conference or group of presentations, some ill run over a bit due to extra questions and 
discussion.  I think that any lack of adequate time for topics was due to additional interest in a previous one, and 
lack of enough hours in the day to go too much over alloted times.
8. Now that you have completed the three of the Applied Poultry Science Trainings and are more aware 
of participant expectations, how do you feel about your involvement in this special, 2-year long 
professional development project? - Other responses
Answer
I was an instructor with the grant
9. In the future if a similar professional development grant were awarded, what type of training, topics, 
programs, etc. would you be interested in attending?  - Responses
Answer
Meat science (beef, sheep, swine, goat)
I think we could benefit in the area of any kind of small farm animal species' care.
more on poultry
rabbits
I would like to continue with this group and expand into other species.
I would love to see a similarly structured program for swine, small ruminants, or dairy cattle.
I would love to continue in this same manner with livestock.  As providers, most of us deal not only with Poultry, 
but farms which raise a wider variety of animals. I think it would be very beneficial to have another set of similar 
livestock workshops which may focus on management and management styles, basic veterinary care, feeding 
and housing.


